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ABSTKAC1’

1 Iigh density wavelength division multiplexed (HI XWDM) systems place stringent requirements on the
absolute wavelength and wavelength spacing of the elements in Distributed Feedback (Dl:ll) laser
arrays. An analysis of the fabrication tolerances for ridge waveguide and buried hctcrostructurc DFB
lasers is performed, showing the fabrication-induced wavelength variations present in these types of
devices.

Wavelcngth Division Multiplexing (WIIM) is a powerful technique to access the tremendous bandwidth
available in optical fibers by simultaneously transmitting two or more signals at different optical
wavelengths over the same fiber [1]. ‘1’hc fabrication of multi-wavelength DI:II laser arrays for WDM
has been the focus of considerable attention [2.,3]. The absolute wavelength and wavelength spacing of
the elements in the laser arrays is critical for system level performance. Systems requirements have
specified wavelength control as tight as ~ 0.2 nm for a given channel so that the wavelength of the
transmitter signal and the passband of the dcmulliplcxing element at the receiver end are properly
aligned [2]. While temperature tuning can bc used to Inovc the wavelengths of all the elements in an
array equally, temperature tuning can not easily be used to compensate for inaccurate wavckmgth
spacing of the elements within an array. Consequently, the critical factors in the fabrication of WJ~M
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f)I:B hrscr arrays are those which affect the dcvicc-to-dcvicc wavelength spacing. Since the final
emission wavelength of a DFB laser is directly proportional to the modal imlcx from the Bragg
condition (X = 2 nm A, where nm is the modal index and A is the DFB gra~ing pitch), any variation in the
modal imlcx will have an effect on the emission wave] cngth. An empirical formulation for the variation
in the emission wavelength of a DFB laser can be written as [4]
Al= 2 Anm A = (&Vi)w) dw + (dM&) dt + (W./i)P) dP + (dUdg) dg + (13XBB) dfl + AZ., Iiqn. (1)
where w is the ridge width; 1 is the layer thickness; P is the PL wavelength (material composition) of the
layers; g is the modal gain at the emission wavelength; B is the DF’B gratiug etch depth; and AX* relates
to the mode spacing in an intrinsically dual mode DFB laser. These parameters will be the critical
factors in determining the wavelength accuracy of elements in a DFB laser array.
Most clf the published results on WDM laser arrays have focused on buried heterostructure (B}]) IIFB
lasers rather than ridge wavcguidc (RW) devices.

I Iowever, for absolute wavelength control the

fabrication tolerances for BII lasers are more stringent than for RW lasers, duc to the generally narrower
active region and large index difference around the active region.

An analysis of the fabrication

tolerances for RW and BH dcviccs is pcrfornlcd, showing the advantage offered by the ridge design.
l“he wavelength control limitations that are common to both B} 1 and RW dcviccs arc discussed.
The lmcrs modeled in this paper are separate confinement hctcrostructure (SCI 1) t ypc designs,
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- --- ——.—-.----,--- -— —— -consisting of the following layers: n+ M’ substrate, 100 nm InClaAsP (k = 1.2 pm) SC] I layer, an
-. .__. -- —_. -—-- ---- --—-.—- .- —..active region of six 7.0 nm InGaAsP quantum wells separated by five 9.0 nm InGaAsP (k = 1,2 pm)
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-—-— —.._ ._ . . . _+ A”.- ______ .__. - ..---— — -— --- —--barriers, 100 nm InGaAsP (1= 1.2 p-m) S01 layer, 0.23 jtrn InP spacer layer, 80.0 nm InGaAsP (k =
1.18 pm) etch stop layer, and 1.3 pm p-InP. l’hc etch stop layer is required for the RW lasers to control
the ridge depth and thus the An. The salnc layer structure was used in our B] I simulation for
consistency. To mimic real devices as closely as possible, the following awurnptions were ma(lc in our
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calculation: (1) the grating is etched into the top SCII layer; (2) polyimidc with a refractive index of
+..—.+.
1.75 at 1.55 pm was used to planarize the RW device, and InP was used to bury the 1111 device; (3) the
semiconductor indices of refraction were calculated from [5]; and (4) the typical active region (ridge)
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widths of 1.0 ~ and 3.0 pm are assumcrj for the Ill] and RW devices, rcspcctivcly. lhc modeling wis
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conducted using the effective index method. Although this calculation ignored the effects of ~
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propagntion 10SSCS as WC1l as the doping and carrier-indrrccrl index changes, a reasonable
agreement wm
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‘-~chievcd with experimcrrtal results. These simulation results enable an uncterstmding of the critical
- - - - ..-.. -. —._ ,.-”— -.— ———------------- wavelength issues for a given WDM specification, and show the trends and relative mognimdcs of the
modal index changes produced by various perturbations in the device design, fabrication and growth.

Results: The first term in equalion (1), the width variation, dotninatcs the variation of the modal index
[4]. Fig. 1 shows the modal index variation for both BH and RW lasers as a function of the active layer
(ridge) width - it is the slope of these curves that gives the sensitivity of the laser emission wavelength
to the width. For a variation of ~ 0.1 pm in the width (produced by lithographic and etch limimtions),
the B]] laser emission will be i 1.3 nm, and the RW laser will be f 0.1 run (Table I shows the relative
siye of all the discussed effects). l“his rcsull reveals an important problcm with employing BII lasers as
WDM transmitters in an array, and dcmonsh ates the advantage that RW lrsers have for WDM array
applications. The large
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in BH lasers reqrriles a narrower mesa to keep BI 1 lasers single mode, which

means that a given size variation in the BII width will have a harger percentage change in the BII width
and thus have a larger effect on the modal index than the same variation will have in a RW laser,
Furthermore, the larger An in B] I lasers gives the B 11 laser a larger slope at ulf widths in I~ig. 1.

l’he other growth and fabrication related eflccts rcprcsenteci in l;qn. (1) are similar for RW and BH
devices, and contribute effects that arc much smaller. Growth non-uniformities across a wafer and from
wafer-to-wafer - leading to thickness and composition variations - also cause a change in the modd
index of a lmcr. I“he effect of layer thickness variation on the modal index was calculated versus the
percentage change in tlrc layer thickncsscs, from - 10% to +109. (all the layer (hickncsscs in the structure
were changed). Thc results for both BII and RW lasers were linear over this thickness variation. For a 3
pm RW and a 1 pm BII, the modal index ch;mgcs by 7.7 x 104 and 5.7 x 104 for each 1% change in the
layer thicknesses, respectively. l’hc wavclcrlgth change at 1.55 jtm would be (using AL = 2 Anm A, and

A=240.O nm) --0.37 run for o RW laser, and - 0.28 nm for a B I I laser. Compositional changes to the
quritcmary guiding layers will also produce changes in the modal index. The composition of the k = 1.2
pm hIGaAsP SCII layers were varied from A = 1.19 pm to L = 1.21 pm in our model, and the effect on
the final modal index dctcrmincd. over this range, the modal index varialion is linear with composition
change. The modal index of a 3.0 pm RW laser changes 1.7 x 10” per nanometer wavelength change in
composition, and for a 1.0 pm BII la.scr the change is 1.3 x 10< per nanometer. Compositional changes
to the active layers, which arc very thin, have only a small effect directly on the modal index. IIowever,
compositional variations in the active layers can lead to gain variations, which cause (through the
Kramers-Kronig relations) modal index variations [6]. ‘1’hc variation in the modd index with threshold
gain variations can be expressed as [7]
Ak=k2ct Agti/4nnm

Eqn. (2)

where gU, is the threshold gain, and a is the ]incwidth enhancement factor. As an estimate of the siz,e of
this effect, using cx = 2 and Agh = 20/cm, Al -0.24 nm for both BII and RW lasers.

‘I’he control of the DFB grating depth is typically of the order oft 10.0 nm. his variation in the etch
depth leads to a variation in the modal index. l’hc modal index of a 3.0 pm RW laser changes 6.1 x 10’s
per nanometer change in etch depth, and for a 1.0 pm BI I laser the change is 4.7 x 10”’ per nanometer.
Altcn}ative designs with less sensitivity to

the

grating depth alleviate the dcpcndcnce of the emission

wavelength on the grating etch depth accuracy [8].

l’hc other large term in Eqn. (1) is AX*,. l’his term originates from the intrinsic dual mode nature of
DFB [9], where

lhc

mode On either side of

the

stop band can last. ‘1’hc stop band width can be

calculated from the approximate expression found in [10]
KI. = rd? (A&l Ah , - A%.$ A& )

Iiqn.

(3)
where W is the grating coupling coefficient and A~..P is the I;abry-Perot mode spacing. For a device
with a

KL

of 1-2 and a cavity length of 300 pm, the AX* is ] -2 nm. Since the emission wavelength of

the DFB laser must be control]cd to -O.? run to tit in pre-assigrred channel allocations in a WI)M
system, this uncerLlinty in the emission wavelength is not tolerable.
dcterministically SCI the Bragg mode that I:i$es.

A method must be used to

A significant amount of research has successfully

pursued the use of either phase-shifted [3] or complex-coupled devices [11] to precise] y set the lining
mode. Both types of devices rcrnovc the dual mode degeneracy found in Sklndard DFBs and have only
a single IWB mode to lase in.

conclusions: Many factors affect the modal index, and thus the emission wavelength, of semiconductor

liners. Both RW and BH lasers are affected by a number of processing and growth related variations.
Phase-shifted or complex-coupled gratings

Call be

used to avoid the wavelength uncertainty found in

dual mode DFB lasers; and a separate grating layer (away from the active region) can solve the grating
etch difficulty. I“he other processing and grov,th related parameters arc unavoidable; however, through
careful optimization-of device fabrication, the effect of these other parameters can be minimiz,cd. While
the variations discussed can cause significant wavelength shifts across a wafer and from wafer-to-wafer,
over the small area occupied by a sing]c array the variations should be smaller, allowing for a
reasonable yield.

Table I shows that all the effects can cause wavelength variations > 0.2 ntn.

I Iowever, over the small wafer area occupied by a single array, the device-to-device variation should be
small; from one array
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another, it may be sig,nific,an(, requiring temperature tuning to bring onc laser

array output into alignment with another. As the width variation in the waveguidcs is seen to be the
largest source of variation in the emission wavelength, the reduced dependence on the width found in
ridge waveguide devices makes a strong case for their use in WI )M I)I:B laser arrays.
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Table I Effect of process variations on the fil)al emission wavclcIlgth of 1.0 pn BI I and 3.0 pm RW
lasers, using Ak2 Anm A and A = 240.0 nm.
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